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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
ror a great many years the New Y'Ork Times Book Review
dominated the scene of serious book reviewing in America •.
Many people believe that publication is still the gtant ..
I'n 1963 another in-depth reviewing journal made its debut:
the New York Review of Books.

In addition,. new magazines

have appeared complete with book reviewing columns.

A

reasonably prominent book may be found reviewed in perhaps
twenty well known publications •.
What general purposes do all the various reviewing
media serve?

Who reads the reviews and why?

what are the components of a good book review?
)

Finally,,
This re-

searcher will attempt to answer these queries as a general
background for the subject of this paper: the comparison
of reviews of the New York Times Book Review and the
reviews of the New York Review of Books.
Peter s •. Prescott,. book review editor of Newsweek,.
once observed that,
"Book reviewing is not a task many people
feel obliged to pay for. As a profession 1 t ranks •••
somewhere between cleaning chimneys and calling
people up to afk what television program they
are watching •."
Yet book reviews and book columns seem to be increasing
in number.

John E. Drewry, Dean of the School of Journalism

1

)

Prescott, Peters •. Soundings: Encounters with
Contemporary Books. (New York, Coward, Mccann and
Geoghegan,. rnc •.,. 1972), preface •.
1

2

at the University of Georgia, distinguishes four groups
of book review readers: (1) those who use reviews as
guides to their book choices, (2) those who, after
readins a bo~k, are interested in reading what others
have thought about itr (3) those who do not have time to
read many books and must rsly on reviews for information
about the 1 i te ra ry world, and ( 4) those who read a book
review as they would any other interesting feature or
2

article •.

What are the major purposes a review of a book must
accomplish?

Authorities generally agree that a good review

must contain a concise summary of the plot or the major
ideas of the book •. Another duty of the reviewer is to

)

provide the reader with his judgement of the book and the
reasons for his pronouncement.

Various critics of reviews

have stated that a review whould contain an analysis of style
and the author'~ purpose,. if these pertain to the understanding of the booko.

These guidelines seem rather simple,

yet they are occasionally unfulfilled or even violated:
sometimes a reviewer will use the precious space as an
excuse for a short critical essay which does not deal
much with the book at hand.

A.

s. Burnack in The Writer 1's

Handbook gives the following sound advice to book reviewers:
2

Drewry, ~ohn E•. Writing Book Reviews.
The ~riter, Inc., 1975) p 247.

(Baston,

3

"Never review your own ideas instead of the
author' ·s.. Unless you' ~e the ra,nking pundit in the
field and you have a scholarly bone to pick with the
author, you have no right to use the book under
inspection as a springboard for a trumpet voluntary
of your own. "3
Beyond tasic effective reviewing is that immortalizer:
serious criticism.

Samuel Smith in

The Craft of the Critic

remarked that, "A review is all the better if it is deeply
felt and deeply considered. 11 4

He

noted six criteria for

a critical review: impressions, analysis, interpretation,

orientation (placing the work in relation to other works),
valuation (both unique and general), and generalization,
if applicable •.
Just whsre is criticism found, as compared with
pure reviewing?

)

Although the long critical essay-book

review can be easily discerned from the short plot summmary,
the rudiments of criticism exist even in short reviews.,
John S.D~ewry states in Writing Book Reviews:
"Dr. Allan Nevins has very wisely observed that
'criticism is implicit in any good summary or
exposition ••• The very arrangement of your exp8s1tion •••
the way in which you emphasize some parts of a book
and ignore other parts, is a form of critic ism ••• ' u 5
~uality of reviewing and criticism will be discussed
further in the litsrature review as it applies to the two
reviewing journals to be examined: the New York Times Book
Review and the Nei.•1 York :Zeview of Books •.

)

3Burack, A. u. The Writer's Handbook.
(Boston,
The ~riter, Inc., 1966) pp 11-12.
4
smith, Samuel athephenson. The Craft of the Critic.
(Freeport, New York, Books for Libraries P~ess, cl931, 1969), p 180.
r;

. , Drew ry , John E. , p 12.

4

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Purpose
Just how well do the New York Review of Books and
the N.ew York Times Book Review
faceted tasks of reviewing?

accomplish their many -

This is certainly a fair

question to put to the two most prominent book reviewing
journals 1n America.

In accordance with this brand of

curiosity the researcher proposes to examine recent reviews of the same books by both journals.

The purpose of

this is to compare the treatment given to books reviewed
in 1974 by the New York Times Book Review and the New York
Review of Books.

The researcher will determine the similarities

and differences in ~eviewers' treatments of the

tooks

reviewed by toth journals.
Frotlem 5tatement
The seneral problem statement becomes: What are
the similarities and differences in the reviewing of

1974 books which both the New York Times Book ~evie~ and
the New York ~sview of Books have reviewed?
Hypotheses
Two hypotheses are postulated for this study.

The

first hypothesis involves the similarities of the two
journals' reviewing:

The main similarities of the reviews

in the New York Times Book Review

and the New York Review

of Books will emerge as (a) lengthy reviews, in that 75%
of the reviews in both publications will be of 1000 words
)

or more, and (b) well qualified reviewers, in that 75%
of the reviewers will fit two or more of the following categoriess

5

author~ professor, editor, critic~ subject matter expert.
The second hypothesis delineates expected differences:
The differences in the reviewing of books by the New York
Times Book Review and the New York Review of Books will be in
(a)depth of analysis, in that the New York Review of Books will
exceed the score of the New York Times Book Review as measured
by a depth of analysis checklist, (b) focus on issues, in that
the New York Review of Books will be found to exceed the New York
Times Book Review in number of times a focus on an issue is found,
and (c) position advocated on issues, in that the New York Review
of Books will be found to exceed the New York Times Book Review
in number of times advocacy of a position is found.

6

Definition of Terms

)

Two terms in the first hypothesis need definition.

The term

lengthy will be quantified and scored on a point basis of 1-4:
1, up to 500 words, 2, 500-1000 words~ 3, 1000-15000 words~ and 4,
1500 words or more.

A review shall be considered lengthy if it

falls within th~ categories 3 or 4.
also be quantified.

The term well qualified will

PoiQts will be given on a basis of 0-5, one

point being given for each of these categories the reviewer may
fit: editor, author, professor, critic and/or subject matter expert.
Dec is ion as to whether a reviewer fits into a category is to be made
on the basis of information provided by the two periodicals and the
various Who's Whoa (Chicago: Marquis Who'~ Whos, Inc.).
6

)

Hereafter the abbreviations NYTBR and NYR will be
used 1n referrin~ to the New York Times Book Review and the
New York Review of Books.

6

A reviewer shall be considered well qualified for the purposes of this research if he fits two of the five categories.
Depth of analysis is another term needing clear guidelines.

It is measured on the basis of total scores by

the two reviewing journals on the following checklist.
Scoring for each criteria is O for not present, 1 for
brief mention or up to two sentences fulfilling a partiqular
criteria, and 2 for three or more sentences fulfilling a
criteria.
DEPTH OF ANALYSIS CHECKLIST
author information
-information concerning author's life
-information concerning author's qualifications
in relation to this work
-information on author's other works
-comparison of work to autho·r' s other works
-comparison of author's work to works of other authors
content information
-judgement of quality of content: accuracy, selectivity
-specific description of content of work, not merely
general allusi:ms to the work as a whole
-discussiJn of author's probable and/or possitle intent
-discussion of the intended audience
stvle information
-specific description of author•~ style
-8pproval or disaporoval of author's style
-:~ua~e'.!!ent of styi 9 ss apprsr•riate to purpose of the work
Reviewing which focuses on an issue shall be defined
thusly: reviewing will be focused on an issue when a socialr
economic and/or political issue is one focus of the review.
A list of names of issues is part of the data to be

)

7

compiled.

Reviewing which_takes a position on an issue

shall be defined thusly: reviewing will considered to take a
position on an issue when a strong component throughout the
review is an advocacy of a definite stand on a social,
economic and/or political issue.
included.

)

)

A tally of issues has been

8

Chapter 2
aEVIEv~ OF REUTED LITERi\TURE

Before attsmpting to describe the ~rocedures for
an.alyzin~ the pairs af reviews from l'-J"'YTBR and I:..TYR it is
essential to gain some background
publications.

information on the two

No similar studies of the reviewing

practices of NYTBR and NYR~were located in the literature.
Therefore,_ the literature search was directed towards
obtaining an overview of the two journals and of the book
reviewing world in general..

In order to gain a per-

spective, articles which scrutinized book reviewing in
America since 1950 were included.

)

Short articles which

showed the news impact of NYTBR ~nd NYR were of use in
understanding the public image of the two periodicals.
Some general articles provided an appraisal of the state
of the art of book reviewing.

Longer articles and books

facilitated insight into the evolution of the twelve year
old NYR and the relevant changes for the past twenty years
of NYTBR.
i\

sketch of the NYTBR and its positive and negative

points suggests itself as a first step in this review of
literature.

A

logical next step is the similar exposition

of the NYR.

A

third section will answer the question:

Why

are both .NYTBR and

NYR

necessary to the well being

of book reviewing in America?

)

The last section will deal

with a central question: what constitites good critical
book reviewing?

9

In a recent survey Ka_dushkin and Hover found that 1YR
and NYTBR tied for first place
journals.

98

the "mostread 11 intellectual

Of leading intell~ctuals, both academic and non-

academic, 75% said they read or scanned both journals
regularly. 7 Among the eight intellectual journals rated
"most influential n by the same 1 ntellectuals in order of
choice were The New York Review of Books,, The New Republic,
Commentary, The New York Times Book Review, The New Yorker,
Saturday Review, Partisan Review, and Harpers..

These

eight accounted for 69% of choices made in the survey.
Both readers and non-readers were making these choices.
NYR was selected as "most influential" three times as
often as was NYTBR.

)

8

In 1972 circulation of the NYTBR as distributed with
the Sunday New York Times was 1.6 million.

Circulation

beyond the East coast, both within the Times and as
separate subscriptions, was estimated at 100,000.

This

figure is close to the total circulation of the NYR,

801 of whose subscribers are outside New York City.

9

The NYTBR tegan as part of the Times in 1896.
One of the alleged problems

of the NYTBR is that it

remains part of the Times •. Presumably after a reader has
trudged through "all the news thats fit to print"lO

7Kadushkin, Charles and Julie Hover.. ..Influential
Intellectual J.ournals: A Very Private Clubu Change, 4
(March, 1972) 41 •.
)

8

Kadushkin, Charles,. Julie Hover and Monique Tichy.
"How and Where to Find the Intellectual Elite in the u.< s. u
Public Opinion Quarterly, 35, (·_spring, 1971),7.

10
he 1s ready for a quick look at all the books fit to write
tlurbs qt::iut. 11

,,.,he 2~Y~ suffers no such bur7ing; although it

is of newsprint format, it is biweekly and is sold separately.

In 1959 ilizabeth Hardwick, writing in Haroars Ms~azine
decrL~a the ''absence of involvement, passion, character,
eccentricity ••• of literary tone itself ••• " in the NYTBR.

12

At a symposium on the NYTB~ editors and publishers characterized the NYTBR as stately, conventional, predictable, and

behind the times. 13

Hardwick further accused the NYTBR

of choosing dull reviewers and having dull editors.

She

remarked that many reviewers were amateurs rather than
serious scholars.

,I

Hardwick alsdbontended that all books

)

9

Weyr, T.
"The Making of the NYTBR". Publishers
Weekly, 202, (June 31, 1972), 36-37.
10
The motto of the New York Times is "All the news
thats fit to print".

11

Peyre Henri. "'ivhat Is Wrong with American
Book Reviewing?~ Daedalus, 92, (Winter, 1963), 138.
12
Hardwick, Elizabeth. "The Decline of Book Reviewing".
Harpers Magazine, 219, (October, 1959), 140.
13
uA Symposium: What to Do with or about the NYTBRu.
Carleton Miscellany, 4, (Winter, 1963), 65-96.

)

11

reviewed received the same meaningless praise.

She

cited an analysis of Book Review Digest done in 1956
which found that 51% of NYTBR reviews were favorable,
44.3% were noncommittal,, and only 4.7% were unfavorable ..

14

Almost certainly the percentage of books being reviewed
unfavorably by the NYTBR,haa gone up since 1956 althoug~
no statistics are available.
The large quantity and the questionable quality of NYTBR
advertising has come under fire •.

Prior to John Leonard's

appointment as editor in 1971 it was much rumored that
long favorable reviews were likely to accompany purchases
of large amounts of advertising space.

Leonard declared,
11
1115
• • • it is not my duty to please people who advertise.

)

T'oday the

NYTBR- has a very blatant popular style of

advertising copy.

It does not seem entirely appropriate

for a review which examines the aesthetic qualities of
books and, perhaps, of life itself.

Peyre and others

deplore the flashy full page advertisements of ubest
sellers" and of books which promise peace of mind through
16
meditation or advertise the secrets of a good sex life •.
14

Kardwick, pp 141-142.

15
Weyr, T., p 49.

16

'

)

Feyre, Henri, p 138.

12
Many criticisms have been leveled at the reviews •.
Peyre insists that many reviews are too short to do justice
to important aspects of a work.

He

laments the fact that

there are few discussions of the various genres.

For

example, it would seem to be the function of a major
book reviewing journal to discuss the best biographies of
the year, etc.

Peyre believes there are too few articles

of any kind in NYTBR.

17

Publishers and editors have

declared that the review plays favorites among types of
books reviewed; slighting fiction, science, and sociology.
Tne same persons felt that glaring faults were too many
pictures and too much advertising.

18

Undoubtedly these

difficulties are all a function of the large number of

)

books published each year and the li~ited space in which
to review them.
One last major criticism of the NYTBR is that it
settles for aiming at the best seller mentality.

A

conclusion of the symposium on the :NYTBR was stated,."Its
opinions are merely reinforcements of what readers expect. "
At present, under the leadership of John Leonard, this does

not appear to be the case.

T. Weyre summed up in

Publishers Weekly: " NYTBR- reviewers took a more definite

17Peyre, Henri, p 138.

18

"A Symposium: What to Do with or about the

NYTBR" , pp 67-71.

)

19
NYTBR"

'

"A Symposium: What to: Do with or about the

p 70.

19

13
political stance and it was clearly a more liberal, if
not radical one." 20

As an example of this change the

researcher points to Neil Shehan's review of Viet Nam
war crimes books.

21

The obvious strong plus for the NYTBR is its extensive, though not entirely encompassing coverage.
No- other reviewing journal even attempts to review
nearly that number of books.

John Leonard declared in

1971, "We'll never stop being a consumer's guide to books ..... 22
While this may seem to be popularizing the defense of the
NYTBR, it does not seem like an entirely wrong idea.

In

view of the knowledge explosion and the huge number of
books being brought out each year, a consumer's guide is

)

most fitting •. Better yet, a second guide 1s needed as a
check on the first.
The NYR is more appropriately described as a magazine
of ideas than as a consumer's guide.

The coverage is

much snalle~ and it serves the intellectual community
more than the average reader.. Since NYR I s birth in 1963
during the New York printer's strike, its circulation has
grown rapidly.

Estimated circulation in 1964 was 15,000;
in 1965 circulation had climbed to 54,ooo. 23 Circulation

201.weyre, T • , p 49 •
21

)

Shehan, Neil. New York Times Book Review,
(March 28, 1971), 4.
22
Weyre, T., p 49.
2311

1965), 64.

The Book Biters ...

Newsweek, 66, (December 27,

14
was 95,000 in 1973, eight times that of Partisan Review
24

which speaks to much of the same intellectual audience •.

Eminent critic Edmund Wilson,, referring to the appearance
of NYR as a challenge to NYTBR's mediocrity ad monopoly,
remarked: "God knows that some such thing 1 s needed."

25

In the minds of many intelligent people there was a need
for an additional reviewing journal of national importance
and scope.

Jason Epstein, an editor at Random House,, was

instrumental 1n starting the NYR.

The golden opportunity

arrived with the New York newspaper strike.

Epstein

wrote in the ALA Bulletin: "Everyone had been talking
about the need for something 1n America like the Times
Ll terary Supplement or the New Statesman,- and now, with

)

26

the Times on strike, we had the only chance ••• to do it".
Why was the NYR such an immediate success?

There were

two basic reasons: (1) the intellectuals already existed
as

a mini-audience hungry for such high level discourse and

(2) the NYR created its own audience, in part, by offering

something which had never been offered in that format before:
24

Peer, E.

":NYRB: 10th Anniversary".

Newsweek,

82, (October 29, 1973), 70.

25

uGood Bet for a Baltic Baron ... Time, 81,
(May 31, 1963), 51.
26
11
Epstein, Jason.
Civilization as Process,
Culture as Banal Repetition", ALA Bulletin, 57,
(July, 1963), 665.

)

15
long, scholarly reviews of certain noteworthy books
plus highly intellectual essays.~7
Most important, after the fact of NYR's success, was
the f;_1ct thst America nnw ha.d two national book reviewing
journals.

1Hthough the NYR' s audience is more highbrow,.

the two reviewing journals do review many of the same books
and do contend with one another.

No doubt the NYR

was a force spurring the upgrading of reviewing at the
NYTBR.

Many of the criticisms of the NYR spring from comparison with the NYTBR: (1) reviews too long, (2) not
enough coverage, (3)' too many books buried in multiple
reviews, (4) books reviewed too long after publication,
)

and (5) whole subject areas ignored.

An overall criticism

is that NYR is too highbrow and snobbish, possibly trying
to be an American Times L1 terar:;v Supolement.

28

Many publishers and critics believe NYR reviewers
simply use their space as springboards for their personal
philosophical essays.

29

NYR has been accused of being a

magazine of politics, especially during the escalation of
the Viet Nam conflict.

Norman Podhoretz, editor of

27 Epstein, Jason, p666.
28 Baker,
11
J. F.
A Look inside the NYRB fl •
Publishers Weekly, 205 (March 11,, 1974), 37-40.

29

Baker, J. F., pp39-40.

16
C-ommentacy. accused the NYR of inab111ty to expand without the benefit of the Viet Nam issue~

30

_ A tremendous

feud developed between Podhoretz and ~pstein, supporter of
the NYR.

The two men had some basics in common: Jewish

origins, Columbia degrees, editorships,, and middle age •.
Yet they were poles apart on Viet Nam, the Black Panthers,
and other issues •. From this conflict emerged an indelible
image of the NYR as an or~an of radical politics.

In

a long awaited article in New York Times Magazine

(of

all places) the r-.1YR was characterized as ua powerful
political journal dedicated to the support of the
"31
New Left, often lead 1 ng the way •.•

As Viet Nam passions came to a boil, less highbrow

)

media went in for radical chic too.

Peter Steinfals

commented in 1971, uThe NYR, no doubt, has contributed
some thing to the process of the New Left's hardening of
the brains; so have a thousand other factors from
government lies to LSD. 11 • 32 The NYR also presented both
sides of New Left revolutionism for a time by publishing
Chomsky and Cosen,. who were members of the more moderate
33
Left.
The NYR became very extreme in its politics as

3°Fodhoretz, Norman.

)

Making It. (New York:
Random House, 1967), p 241.
31
"Why Norman and Jason Ar-en' t Talking".
New York
Times Magazine.(March 26, 1972), 41.
32
steinfals, Peter. "Coolin§ of the Intellectuals:
the Case of Commentary and the NYRB. Commonweal, 94,
(May 21, 1971), p 259.
33 11
Shal:'pening the Knife". Time, 90, (December 8,
1967), p 84.

17
exemplified by the how-to-.do-lt-drawing of a Molotov
cocktail on the cover for August 23, 1967.
the NYR had cooled its radicalism, however.

By 1971
Content

analysis of intellectual journals (1964-1969) shows
that all Journals which had a relatively high proportion
of literary content in 1964 and 1965 had since greatly
decreased literary coverage in favor of greater socio34
political content.
In 1971 the NYR had passed through
a period named by Philip Nobile "the Rectification of

Errors".

35

Despite being blown about by the winds of

politics NYR has some outstanding qualities as a book
reviewing journal.

It gives national voice to the

intellectuals, almost f~rmulating a salon if such an
)

institution can be said to exist in a vast country like
the United States.

NYR serves a distinct pedagogical

function; many ideas which would not have reached the
mainstream of American thought have been thrust forward
by the NYR.

While poll tics ha"'e. played a large part in

its recent past, the NYR does appear committed to the
advancement of scholarship and our culture.

Herbert

Bailey of Princeton University Press summed up,
34Kadushkin,. Charles and Julie Ht>ver •. "Influential
Intellectual Journal.s: a Very Pricate Club". Change, 4,
(March, 1972), p 43.
35
Nobile,. Philip •. Intellectual Skywriting:
Litera
Politics and the New York Review of Books.
New York: Charterhouse, 197 , pp 71-72.
)

18
The New YOrk Review of Books is quite unique
in the enormous amount of space it is prepared
to give to certain books. If you've pevoted a
lifetime of scholarship to a book, its good to
see it reviewed 13 depth by someone who understands
what you've done. 6
Why are both the NYTBR and the NYR needed?

Two

basic reasons have been discussed: the two journals
prevent a monopoly and provide a national forum for ideas.
~

third reason is that the two journals provide national

media for the continuing development of an American
critic ism.

The important monthlies, among them Harpers,,

Atlantic, Saturday Review, New Republic, Commentary, Partisan
Review and popular news magazines, have failed to review
enough books or to give enough space to serious crittcism. 37
)

A fourth reason for our need of both journals is to
provide national voice for opposing political, social and
economic ideologies.
context of life.

After all, books exist in the

In 1965 Henry Regnery, a well-known

conservative publisher,. studied reviews of twenty paired
books, one liberal and one conservative.
that

11

He

observed

a liberal reviews the liberal books and in every case

but one, a liberal reviewed the conservative books•••
rather a consistent bias is indicated on the part of the
New York Times.

tr.

?:B

During at least three years of its

lifetime the NYR has been to the far Left of liberal

)

36 Baker, J. F., p 38.
37 Peyre, Henri, p 133 •
..,8

;; Regnery, Henry. "Bias in Book Reviewing and
Book Selection". ALA Bulletin, 60, (January, 1966), 5.8.
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but the pendulum appears now to have swung back to liberal
with some conservative viewpoints aired now and then. 39
Both the NYTBR and the NYR have decided liberal views
when taken as a whole.

Perhaps we need a reviewing

medium which would give more voice to the right.
Regnery';s conclusion after comparing the pairs of liberal
and conservative book reviews was that a conservative
viewpoint could still get a hearing, but it was easier for
40
a liberal to get published •.
A question basic to the research at hand is: what
constitutes good critical reviewing?

Peyre discussed

several points of good critical reviewing that this researcher believes to be important gereral guidelines.
)

The

critical reviewer brings iTportant ideas before the reader,
formulates opinions, supports them, presents a point of
view and arouses discussion.

An effective critic dares

to speak his true opinions even if they are not likely
to be popular.

Opinions are valuable purely as opinions:

one phase in an evolution of thought.

An opinion does

not have to be the last word; for example, the Times
Literacy Supplement panned the early work of Joyce,
Pound and Eliot!

A critic hopes instead to contribute

to the development of the art of criticism.

He endeavors

to enhance enjoyment of literature by pointing out its

)

39Nob1le, Philip, p 71.
40
Regnery, Henry, p 62.
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cultural and informational contributions and its limitations •.
Ideally, a critic should be an open mladed discoverer of
new writers, new ideas, new genres.

41

Specific criteria for evaluating the pairs of book reviews
in this study were derived from the general criteria
above, from specific criteria used by Salmore 1n evalua~ing
42
reviews of NYTBR and the Times Literary Supplement,
and
from additional ideas developed by this researcher •.
These criteria can be seen as an integrated whole on the
43
sample data sheet •.

)

41

42

Peyre, Henri,, p 142.

Salmore, T•. and B. G. Bartley. 11 TLS or NYTBR:
Does It Matter?". Choice, 6, (June, 1969), 477-8.
43
see appendix B
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Chapter 3

)

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The population for this study consists of all
book reviews of a single book written by a single
author reviewed 1n the NYR during 1974.

An addit1ohal

part of the population 1s the group of reviews of the
same books found 1n the NYTBR.
are the total population.

These pairs of reviews

Thirty-three pairs have

been examined. Since the total population is small
it may be dealt with entirely; no sample is neoessary. 44
Some further limitations on the population were
imposed.

)

No paperback reviews were included as these

are usually short summaries of a book published and
reviewed previously.

The researcher felt that such a

review would be an unfair comparison •.

If two reviews

of the same book were published in the l\l-YTBR the longer
review was chosen.

This procedure may be considered

arbitrary or as a plus for the ~YTBR; many times a
longer review does not contain as many components of a
good review as does a shorter, more economical review •.
No reviews of plays or poetry were included.
reviews are primarily of non-fiction.

44 see appendix

)

A
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The data sheet used has five parts, each part relating to a part of the hypotheses: hypothesis 1 (a)length of review, hypothesis 1 (b)- qualifications of
reviewers, hypothesis 2 (a)- depth of analysis, hypothesis
2 (b)- focus on an issue, and hypothesis 2 (c)- position
45
on an issue.
The completion of each data sheet was
done for each pair of reviews according to the guidelines stated in chapter 1.

46

The thirty-three data

sheets have been attached to this study.

47

)

45

46

47

)

see appendix& for sample data sheet
see pp 5-6, definition of terms
see appendix

C
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Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The results of this study are presented in narrative
and tabular formi.

Reviews are tallied in all categories

listed on the dataJiheet •.

Percentages are cited to prove

or disprove the hypotheses.

Four tables have been

constructed to show analysis of data in the areas of
length of review, qualifications of reviewers in number,
qualifications of reviewers

stated in categories and

depth of analysis of reviews.
Ih tabulating the length of reviews 62 of the 66

reviews were found to be of 1000 words of more in length.
)

The four shorter reviews were 500-1000 words in length.
All four were published in the NYTBR.

With one exception,

all of the reviews in the NYR were of 1500 words or more
(category 4).

The length of reviews in the NYTBR

varied somewhat: four reviews were of 500-1000 words
( cate~ory 2),

fifteen reviews were of 1000-1500 words

(category 3) and fourteen reviews were of 1500 words or
more (category 4).

Expressed in percentages 12% of NYTBR

reviews were of 500-1000 words, 45.5%

of NYTBR reviews

were of 1000-1500 words and 42.5% of NYTBR reviews were of
48
1500 words or more.
In tabulating the qualifications of reviewers it was
)

found that 59% of the 66 reviewers had two or more of
the five qualifications set forth in hypothesis 1 (b).
48

see table 1, appendix

D
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39.5% of the 66 reviewers had one of the five qualifications.
One reviewer (1.5%) hgd none of the five qualifications •.
Reviewers for the NYTBR were found to have somewhat fewer
qualifications than NYR reviewers.

The number of qual-

ifications of reviewers of both journals is summarized in
49
this short table:
number of qualificstions
of reviewer

NYTBR

0

0

1
2

17
13

3

3

r?viewe rs

NYR

reviewers

1

a
./

19

4

In tabul9ting the depth of qnslysis checklists thr9e
3eneral categories of scores were found: scores of the NYTBR

exceeding the scores of NYR - five cases or 15.15)b, scores of
the NYTB=t equslin~ the scores of ~"YR - five cases or 15.15,%

)

9nd scores 8f
three

cases

review.

ths ).1Y1'BR

or 69.70%.

less than scores of the

11YR -

twenty-

Scores ranged from 2 - 17 for a single

Since scoring of some review pairs resulted 1n equal

scores it must be noted that the reviews were not identical
treatments.

The points given were for different items on the

checklist for each review but resulted in a balancing out
50
or equal score.

49~
~ee tables 2 and 3, appendix D, for individual
qualifications of reviewers. See short table, page 28,
for breakdown of reviewers qualifications (in percentages)
for each of the five categories, for example,% NYR reviewers
\'I/ho are critics.

c::o

~ See tables 4 and 5, appendix D, Depth of AnalysisTotal Scores and Depth of Analysis - Equal and Unequal Scores.

)
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In tabulating the data on focus on issues a short
table is helpful.

The data may be summarized as follows:

Issues Focused on in NYTBR Reviews

Book Title

1) environment vs. man
2) transsexuality

Watership Down
Conundrum

Issues Focused in the NYR

Book Title

1) journalistic honesty
2) Irish politics
3) transsexuality
4) materialism

Aftermath
Ro~er Casement
Conundrum
The Art of Walt Disney

In tabulating the data on the advocacy of a position
on an issue a table is not necessary.
can be summarized simply.

The information

Ih only one case did the NYTBR

devote a review to advocacy of a position.
)

This was in

a rather strong statement throughout a review of Conundrum
by Jan Morris against the exposition of transsexuality
(the book's author describes his/her change from a man
to a woman).

In only two cases did the NYR allow an

issue to dominate reviews.

An indictment of crass

materialism appears throughout the review of The Art
of ~alt Disney.

Again, a definite disapproval of the

publication of the emergence of transsexuality runs
the entire length of the review of Conundrum by Jan Morris.
Both the NYTBR and the NYR chose to pers$cute this book.
In many reviews issues are mentioned but no attempt is
made to focus on an issue or to advocate a particular
stance towards an issue.
)
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Although only the comparison of total scores of the
aepth of analysis checklist was specified in the second
hypothesis, the scores for inaiviaual items were tabulated
and compared.

Scores for the individual items were v9ry

close for both publications.

For example, discussi~n

of the author's probable intent was present in 21 of the
reviews Rna in 22 of the NYR reviews.

The average

difference in indivic,1al scores \•:as three •.

The range of

NYTBR

differences was 0-5.

This differe~ce does not appear to

be significant in a population of thirty-three reviews.

)
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Chapter 5

~UI~VJ.ARY, CONCLUSIONS

AND

RECOMMENDATIONS·

Summary
This study was designed to collect data on the
reviewing adequacy of the New York Times Book Review
and the New York Review of Books.
reviews were compared.

Thirty-three pairs of

Hypothesis one described the

expectation that the two reviewing journals would be
found to be similar in length of reviews and qualifications
of reviewers.

The second hypothesis pointed to the

expected outcome that the reviews would be different in
depth of analysis and
)

focus upon and advocacy of issues •.

NYR was expected to be in excess of NYTBR in these areas •.
One data sheet was completed for each pair of reviews showing
scores in all the five parts of the hypatheses.
Conclusions
The first hypothesis of this research paper was
stated: the main similarities of ihe reviewing of books
by the NYTBR and theNYR will emerge as (a) lengthy reviews,
in that 75% of the reviews in both publications will be
of 1000 words or more and (b) well qualified reviewers,
in that 75% of reviewers will fit two or more of these
cate~ories: author, professor, editor, critic, subject
matter expert.

)

by the data.

Part a of the hypothesis may be proven true

95% of the 66 reviews were of 1000 words or

more in length.

\
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)

Part b of the first hypothesis cannot be proven true.

The data

indicate that only 59% of the 66 reviewers fit two of the five
categories.

Since the population for the study was rather small

(33 pairs of book reviews having 66 reviewers) a higher or lower

percentage might result if the same study was attempted over a
five year period.
Table 3 in appendix D has be~n constructed to show the distribution of individual reviewer's qualifications.

Of the total field

of 66 reviewers 56 or 85% are authors of one or more books,, 8 or 12%
are recognized as critics, 7 or 11% are subject matter experts
concerning the book they reviewed, 9 or 13% are editors and 31
or 47% are professors.

This short chart contrasts the qualifications

of the reviewers chosen by the journals:
)

%authors % critics % experts % ea 1 tors % professors

NYTBR
reviewers

78

12

9

18

30

NYR

90

9

12

9

63

reviewers

Since the number of qualifications was the concern of this
study it is an interesting sideli~ht to observe where the
qualifications cluster.

Most notable 1s the high percentage of

professors chosen as reviewers by the

NYa.

As expected the

first requirement that on~ be published in order to review books
is very much in evidence as practiced by both reviewing
journals.

The combine.t ion of author/professor is a particu-

larly useful one as demonstrated by its frequency.
reviewers are of this dual qualification
)

NYTBR

29
)

cation 7 times •

.At the NYR the author/professor combina-

tion is a staple - it appears in 20 of the 33 review~ •.
The second hypothesis, part a is as follows: the differences
in the reviewing of books by the NYTBR and the NYR wtll
be in (a) depth of analysis, in that the NYR will
exceed the scores of the NYTBR as measured by a depth of
analysis checklist.

This partr of the second hypothesis

has been proven true by the data which show that 1n 69.70%
of the paired reviews the MYR score was greater than
that of the NYTBRas measured by a twelve item depth of
analysis checklist.

51

For 15.15

%the

total scores of

the paired reviews were equal and for 15.15% the scores
of the paired reviews show a greater score for the NYTBR.

)

Parts band c of the second hypothesis concerning
differences of reviewing as accomplished by the NYTBR~
and the NYR deal with social, economic and/or political
issues as advanced in reviews.

fart b of the second

hypothesis states: the differences in the reviewing of
books by the NYTBR and the NYR will be focus on issues,.
in that the NYR will be found to exceed the NYTBR
in the number of times a focus on an issue is found.
Very few reviews genuinely focused on an issue.

Many

reviews mentioned or briefly explained an issue peripheral to the book's content.

Yet part b nf this hypothesis

may be proven true because the data indicate that four of
)

Slsee sample data sheet, appendix

B
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the reviews of the contained a focus on an issue and
only two reviews in the NYTBR contained a focus on an
issue.
P8rt c of the second hypothesis states: the differences
in the reviewing of books by the NYTBR and the NYR will be
in position advocated on issues, in that the NYR will be
found to exceed the NYTBR in number of times advocacy of
a position on an issue is found.

Part c of the second

hypothesis may be proven true as the data indicate that in
two cases such an advocacy of a position on an issue is
found in l\J-YR reviews and in one case an advocacy is
found in a NYTBR review.,
While parts band c of the second hypothesis may

)

be proven true, the proof is anything but exciting as it
is based on so few foci or advocacies.

Also there is no

real contrast between the NYTBR and the 11YR on either
issues focused on or issues advocated.

On the basis of

this study perhaps it may be inferred that, at least
in the year 1974, the two reviewing journals 1n question
were not making use of reviews to debate crucial issues.
Perhaps an interesting contrasting study could be made
using reviews of the two reviewing journals published in

1967 and 1968 - a time when issues seemed to pervade the
majority of well known publications.

)
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Recommendations
One problem in conducting the study was in the
scoring of reviews using the checklist.

Many reviewers

discussed the subject of a book in a rather oblique
manner.

Content apreared twice in the checklist: (1)

specific description of content and (2) judgement of
quality of content: accuracy, selectivity.

In many

cases it was difficult to determine whether the content
of the book or the reviewers expertise on the subject
was the source of the exposition.
There were several limitations to this study.

Six

novels and twenty-seven non-fiction books were the
subject of reviews.
)

Many of the items on the checklist did

not seem applicable to novels.

A more meaningful study

could be done if the book reviews were selected on basis
of form or of genre.

One might select novels, biographies,

non-fiction dealing with social or psychological problems,
etc.

A more extensive and more specific checklist could

be developed for the particular form or genre.

Such a

checklist might include items aimed at evaluating the
review from the standpoint of the contribution made to
serious criticism: Does the reviewer discuss the genre?
Doew the reviewer place the work within a genre or
historical period?

One other suggestion for an improved

study would be to select reviews from a larger time period,

)

perhaps a five year period.
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LIST OF BOOK REVIEW FAIRS
1.

Adams, Richard. Watership Down.
NYTBR March 24, 1974, p 3
NYR April 18, 1974, p 8

2.

Beaglehole, J. c. The Life of Captain James Cook.
NYTBR March 24, 1974, p 27
NYR May 30, 1974, p 37
Beauvoir, Simone de •. All Said and Done.
~YTBR July 21, 1974, p
NYR August 8, 1974, p 24

4.

Bedford, Sybille. Aldous Huxley.
NYTBR November 24, 1974, p 1
NYR December 12, 1974, p 9
Bettelheim, Bruno. A Home for the Heart.
NYTBR March 17, 1974, p 27
NYR May 30, 1974, p 3

6.

)

Blotner, Joseph. Faulkner.
NYTBR March 17, 1974, p 1
NYR June 27, 1974, p 3
Caro, Robert A.

The Power Broker.

NYTBR Septemter 15, 1974, p 1
NYR October 17, 1974, p 3
8.

Cohen,. Stephen F.

Bukarin and the Bolshevik Revolutton.

NYTBR November 25, 1973, p 5
NYR Fe~ruacy 7, 1974, p 3
Farago, Lad1slas.

Aftermath.

NYTBfi ~ovember 10, 1974, p 12
~YR November 14, 1974, p 15

10.

Finch, Christopher. The Art of Walt Disney.
NYTBR December 2, 1973, p 55
N"YR May

)

16, 1974, p 3

11.

Fox, Robin L~ne. Alexander the Great.
NYTBR April 28, 1974, p 16
NYR Septemter 19, 1974, p 8

12.

Goldman, Albert. Ladies and Gentlemen: Lenny Bruce.
NYTBR May 26, 1974, p 1
NYR June 27, 1974, p 12
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13.

Green. Graham. Lord Rochester's Monkey.
NYTBR September 15, 1974, p 3
NYR October 3, 1974, p 17

14.

Goodwin, Richard. The American Condition.
NYTBR May 2, 1974, p 10
NYR May 12, 1974,

15.

Hardwick, Elizabeth. Seduction and Betrayal.
NYTBR May 5, 1974, p 4
NYR June 27, 1974, p 21

16.

Heller, Joseph. SoTething Happened.
NYTBR October 6, 1974, p 1
NYR October 17, 1974, p 24

17.

Himmelfalb, 3-ertrude •. On Liberty and Liberalism.
NYTBR July 28, 1974, p 15
NYR October 31, 1974, p 21

18.

Hoopes, Townsend. The Devil and John Foster Dulles.
NYTBR December 9, 1973 p 6
NYR February 7, 1974, p 7

19.

In~l1s, Brian. Roger Casement.
NYTBR January 27, 1974, p 5
NYR March 21, 1974, p 7

20.

Irvine, 1villiam. The Book, the Rine; and the Poet.
NYTBR February 24, 1974, p 1
NYR May 2, 1974, p 20

21.

Jordan, Winthrop D. The White Man's Burden.
NYTBR May 19, 1974, p 16
NYR February 7, 1974, p 23

22.

Lurie, Allison. The War Between the Tates.
NYTBR July 28, 1974, p 1
NYR August 8, 1974, p 32

23.

Morris, Jan. Conundrum.
NYTBR April 14, 1974, p 5
NYR May 2, 1974, p 7

24.

Orieux, Jean. Talleyrand.
NYTBR April 28, 1974, p 18
NYR June 13, 1974, p 15

)

p'

Plimpton, George. Mad Ducks and Bears.
NYTBR January 6, 1974, p 25
~YR February 7, 1974, p 17
)
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26.

Rosenberg, Philip. The -Seventh Hero: Thomas Car-lyle.
NYTBR July 21, 1974, p 1
NYR June 27, 1974, p 6

27.

Roth, Philip. My Life as a Man.
NYTBR June 2, 1974, p 1
NYR June 13, 1974, p 8

28.

Spender, Stephen. Love-Hate Relations.
NYTBR June 23, 1974, p 1
NYR November 14, 1974, p 32

Terrill,. Ross. R. H. Ta.woe{ and His Times.
NYTBR December 30f 1974, p
NYR March 21, 1974, p 4

)

30.

~royat, Henri. Divided Soul: the Life of Gogol.
NYTBR December 23 1 1973, p 1
NYR April 18, 1974, p 30

31.

Vidal, Gore. Myron.
NYTBR November 3, 1974, p 6
NYR November 14, 1974, p 13

32.

White, Patrick. Eye of the Storm.
NYTBR January 6, 1974, p 1
NYR April 4, 1974, p 19

33.

Wilson, John Anthony Bur~ess.
NYTBR June 9, 1974, p 5
NYR September 19, 1974, p 32

Napoleon Symphony.
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DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author:
Title:
NYTBR review:
NYR review:

reviewed by:
reviewed by:
NYTBR

NYR

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)
2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

-

-

I. Author Information
information concern~ng author~ life
information concerning author~ oual-ifications in relation to this work
information on author~ other works
comparison of work to author~ other
works
comparison of author~ work to works
of other authors
II. Content Information
specific description of content
judgement of quality of content
(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of authon probable and/
or possible intent
discussion of the intended audience
III. Style Information
specific description of style
approval or disapproval of style
Judgement of style as appropriate
to purpose of the work
-------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

j

I

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)

41

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Richard Adams
Title: wa·te rship Down
NYTBR review: March 24i 1074 p 3 reviewed by:
NYR review: April 18, 974 '
reviewed by:

J~rnet .L\dam Smith

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

,::Ucha rd 3-ilman

3

4

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

1

author

1

editor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
1 information concerning author~ life o
o information concerning author~ oual-..Q...
ifications in relation to this work
0 information on author~ other works
O
u comparison of work to author~ other 0
- works
O comparison of author~ work to works 0
of other authors
II. Content Information
specific description of content
2
T judgement of quality of content
u
- (selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of authon probable and/ 1
- or possible intent
1 discussion of the intended audience 1
0

III. Style Information
1 specific description of style
1
T approval or disapproval of style
T
T Judgement of style as appropriate
1
to purpose of the work

- - 7- -------------TOTALS---------------- -7- 2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

yes

environment vs. man
2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: J. c. Bs=1glehole
Title: The Life of Captain James Cook
NYTBR review: IViarch 24, 1974, p 27reviewed by:
NYR review: May 30, 1974, p 37
reviewed by:
NYTBR

Daniel J. Boorstin
J. H. Plumb

NYR
3

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

3

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

1

2

author

professor
author

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
1 information concerning author's life o
...1. information concerning author~ oual-...1ifications in relation to this work
1 information on author~ other/works _Q_
O comparison of work to authors other _Q_
-- works
o comparison of author~ work to works _Q_
- of other authors
II. Content Information
2 specific description of content
2
C judgement of quality of content
2
- (selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of authors probable and/ o
- or possible intent
0 discussion of the intended audience 0
III. Style Information
0 specific description of style
1
O approval or disapproval of style
T
O Judgement of style as appropriate
T
to purpose of the work

- -6- - - - - - - - - - - - - -TOTALS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8- 2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Simone de Beauvoir
Title: All Said and Done
NYTBR review: July 21, 1974, p 4
NYR review: August 8, 1974, p 24

reviewed by: MRvis Gallant
reviewed by: v. s. Pritchett

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

3

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

1

4

2

author

author
critic

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
0 information concerning author~ life

C

--r information concerning author~ oual-C

ifications in relation to this work
l information on author~ other works
1
L comparison of work to author§ other l
- works
O comparison of author~ work to works C
of other authors
II. Content Information
specific description of content
2
-r judgement of quality of content
?
(selectivity, accuracy)
o discussion of authors probable and/ 1
- or possible intent
1 discussion of the intended audience -1.
0

III. Style Information
1 specific description of style
--1.
1 approval or disapproval of style
_o_
1 Judgement of style as appropriate
_Q_
to purpose of the work

- -7-

-------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

o

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Sybille Bedford
Title: Aldous Huxley
NYTBR review: }\":ov. 24, 1974. p 1
NYR review: Dec. 12, 1974, p 9

reviewed by: ::ian,9 Trilling
reviewed by: qobert ,::::raft

NYR

NYTBR
l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

4

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

2

4

author
C ri ti C

author
critic

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
O information concerning author~ life

u

1

information concerning author~ aual-1
ifications in relation to this work
O information on author~ other works
O
u comparison of work to author, other O
- works
O comparison of author~ work to works O
of other authors
II. Content Information
2 specific description of content

2

judgement of quality of content
- (selectivity, accuracy)
O discussion of author's probable and/
- or possible intent
O discussion of the intended audience
2

2

1
C

III. Style Information

1
1

1 specific description of style

O

C

approval or disapproval of style
Judgement of style as appropriate
to purpose of the work

7

u

-------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

7

46

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Bruno Eettelheim
Title: A Home for the Heart
NYTBR review: 1°'.a rch 17, 1974, p 2~eviewed by: ~lizateth Jsnawgy
reviewed by: ~lsa ?oret
NYR review: 1·-:ay ; C, 1974, p 3
1

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

4

4

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

2

2

author

author

C

ri ti C

rt
( ~·:3/ChG::naly2t)

SXDS

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

I. Author Information
1 information concerning author~ life 2
T information concerning author~ oual-T
ifications in relation to this work
1 information on author~ other works
2
u comparison of work to author§ other O
- works
O comparison of author~ work to works C
of other authors
II. Content Information
specific description of content
u judgement of quality of content
(selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of authors probable and/
or possible intent
0 discussion of the intended audience
l

III. Style Information
1 specific description of style

u
u

approval or disapproval of style
Judgement of style as appropriate
to purpose of the work

6
---

- - - - - - - - - - - - -TOTALS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

..l...
0

1

12- -

47
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: JGseph Blotner
Title:
Faul~ 0,3 r: ~\ Biography
NYTBR review: l,:arch 17, 1974, p 1 reviewed by: Jonathan Yardley
NYR review: June 27, 1974, p 3
reviewed by: ;"iilllam H •. Gass

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

4

1. (b) Qualifications

1

of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

4

editor

profeE-sor

author

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information

o
75 information concerning author~ oual-o
0 information concerning author~ life

ifications in relation to this work information on author~ other works _Q
O comparison of work to authors other _Q
- works
0 comparison of author~ work to works O
of other authors
0

II. Content Information
1 specific description of content
1
7J judgement of quality of content
0
(selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of authors probable and/ 1
- or possible intent
0 discussion of the intended audience O
III. Style Information

1 specific description of style

7J

2.

2

-c

approval or disapproval of style
Judgement of style as appropriate
to purpose of the work

3

-------------TOTALS----------------

(b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

ClO

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
DO

no

no

-r

T

6

4-8

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: ~obs rt 1~. Caro
Title: The Fower Broker
NYTBR review: Sept. 15, 1974, p 1 reviewed by: -:=tichs.rd c. :lade
NYR review: Oct. 17, 1974, p 3
reviewed by: 3-ore Vidal

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

4

4

2

l
e.uthor

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

professor
author

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
0 information concerning author~ life 0
T information concerning author~ oual-O
ifications in relation to this work
0 information on author~ other works
0
u comparison of work to author~ other 0
- works
1 comparison of author~ work to works C
of other authors
II. Content Information
2 specific description of content

2

T judgement of quality of content

_Q_

-

(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of author's probable and/
- or possible intent
l discussion of the intended audience
2

_l_

_Q_

III. Style Information
1 specific description of style
_Q_
T approval or disapproval of style
_Q_
T Judgement of style as appropriate
c
to purpose of the work
__l_0_ -------------TOTALS---------------- _3___
2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: St~r;h~ n I\,:. ~Cohen~Title: EuKsr1G S80 the bOlshevik Revolution
NYTBR review: .i.\DV •. 25, 1973, p '==' reviewed by: 2arrisao :I:. 3alistury
NYR review: F'st. 7, 1974, t:· 3
reviewed by: Leonerd -3chapirc
NYTBR

NYR

l. (a) Length of Review:

4

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

c

2

editor

pr'.)fsssor
s.uthor

r~ uthor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

I. Author Information
information concerning author~ life C
u information concerning author~ aual-1
ifications in relation to this work
C information on author~ other works
O
-U comparison of work to author§ other 0
- works
O comparison of author~ work to works O
of other authors
C

II. Content Information
1 specific description of content

T judgement of quality of content
_g_
- (selectivity, accuracy)
O discussion of authors probable and/ ...1..
or possible intent
0 discussion of the intended audience
III. Style Information
C specific description of style
_Q_
o approval or disapproval of style
_Q_
u Judgement of style as appropriate _Q_
to purpose of the work

- -2-

----------- -

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

-TOTALS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -"----6

Issue

no

n CJ

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

50

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Ladislas Fara:2:.0
Title: .c-1ftsrmath: L.artin .r:.8rms.rm and tt.s Fourth ~eich
NYTBR review: ~,ov. lC, 1974, pl2 reviewed by: Terenc2 Frittie
NYR review:
ov •. 14, 1974, p 15
reviewed by: E. q• Trevor-';oper

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

4

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)
2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

author

ax-oert
Frofessor
(dlplo112tic corresDondent) expert

I. Author Information
O information concerning author~ life o
1 information concerning author~ aual- 2
ifications in relation to this work O information on author~ other works _Q_
O comparison of work to author§ other _Q_
- works
O comparison of author.1s work to works o
of other authors
II. Content Information
1 specific description of content

1
-

2

judgement of quality of content
2
(selectivity, accuracy)
C discussion of author's probable and/ 2
or possible intent
O discussion of the intended audience _Q_

III. Style Information
specific description of style
C
u approval or disapproval of style
0
-u- Judgement of style as appropriate
0
to purpose of the work
C

3

-------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

L10

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

8

yes
(journalistic
bone sty)

no

( :in

,vWII)

51
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Christopher 7 incr:
Title:
The ;; rt of .~3.l t Dis nsv
NYTBR review:Dec. 2, 1973, p 55
NYR review: I~JJ. y 16 , 19 7 4, p 3

reviewed by: ~- o. Bleckmsn
reviewed by: ~obert Craft

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

4

4

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

1

2

exoert
(artist and

suthor
critic

animator)

I. Author Information
O information concerning author~ life C
1 information concerning author~ oual-o
ifications in relation to this work
0 information on author~ other works O
O comparison of work to author§ other O
- works
O comparison of author~ work to works 0
of other authors
II. Content Information
2 specific description of content
-Z- judgement of quality of content

1

C

(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of author's probable and/
- or possible intent
O discussion of the intended audience
-

1

1

0

III. Style Information
specific description of style
1
approval or disapproval of style
1
Judgement of style as appropriate
1
to purpose of the work

1

r
r

- -9- -------------TOTALS----------------~- - 2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

ves
(~sainst
mriterialisrn)

ves
(a~ainst

materialism)

52
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: ~otin Lane Fox
Title: Alexander the }reat
NYTBR review: iq-:,ril 28, 1974, p 16reviewed by:
NYR review:3ept. 19, 1974, p e:
reviewed by:

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

I. Finley
-• Badie.a

h.

3

4

(score 1-4)

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

3

author
author
proDss~or
orofessor
2xrert (anci~nt histoy)~xpert(ancient

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

histJry1

I. Author Information
C information concerning authors life -1..
1 information concerning author~ aual-_.1_
ifications in relation to this work
0 information on author~ other works
_c_
C comparison of work to author§ other _a_
- works
C comparison of author~ work to works 2
of other authors
II. Content Information
1 specific description of content
2
7
judgement of quality of content
2
(selectivity, accuracy)
c discussion of author's probable and/ _L
- or possible intent
_1_ discussion of the intended audience _l_
III. Style Information
1 specific description of style
1
T approval or disapproval of style
1
T Judgement of style as appropriate T
- to purpose of the work

- -8-

- - - - - - - - - - - - -TOTALS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

13
------

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: 1Ubert Joldrr::s.n
Title: Ladies acid 3-entlemen: Lenny Eruce
NYTBR review:1,~ay 26, 1974, p 1
reviewed by: ",:"allace 1-Ierkfield
NYR review: June 27, 1974, p 12
reviewed by: J:=ick: ~ichardson

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

3

4

1. (b) Qualifications

1
EW.thor

author

(score 1-4)

of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

1-

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
information concerning author~ life c
u information concerning author~ aual-o
ifications in relation to this work
C information on author~ other works
c
---0- comparison of work to author~ other O
- works
0 comparison of author.1s work to works O
of other authors

C

II. Content Information
specific description of content
-2_
judgement of quality of content
,2_
- (selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of author's probable and/ _c_
- or possible intent
_Q_ discussion of the intended audience _Q_
_Q_
2

III. Style Information
,,..._
specific description of style
_£.
1 approval or disapproval of style
...L
1 Judgement of style as appropriate
_Q_
to purpose of the work
2

-------------TOTALS----------------

7

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

7

54

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: :}rs.ham J-reene
Title: Lord Rochester's ~onkey
NYTBR review: Sept •. lS 1974, p 3
NYR review:Oct.,3, 1974, p 17
1 ,

reviewed by: jalter Clemons
reviewed by: V. 3. Pritchett

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

NYR
3

4

1

1

editor

author

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

I. Author Information
0 information concerning author~ life

C

1

information concerning author~ aual-0
ifications in relation to this work
0 information on author~ other works
1
u comparison of work to author§ other O
- works
1 comparison of author~ work to works 1
of other authors
II. Content Information

1

1 specific description of content

2

judgement of quality of content
....1..
- (selectivity, accuracy)
O discussion of author's probable and/ _Q_
- or possible intent
0 discussion of the intended audience _Q_
III. Style Information
C specific description of style
_Q_
u approval or disapproval of style _Q_
u Judgement of style as appropriate O
to purpose of the work

- -4- -------------TOTALS---------------2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

5
-------

55
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: q1chsrd Goodwin
Title: The American Condition
NYTBR review: I-lay 12, 1974, p 3
NYR review: 1viay 2, 1974, p 10

reviewed by: Brock Brower
reviewed by:

NYR

NYTBR

1. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

2

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

1

2

author

author
professor

4

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
1 information concerning authors life 1
1 information concerning author~ oual-2
ifications in relation to this work
O information on author~ other works
0
0 comparison of work to author§ other O
- works
1 comparison of author~ work to works 0
of other authors
II. Content Information
1 specific description of content
2
l
judgement of quality of content
7
- (selectivity, accuracy)
0 discussion of authors probable and/ 1
- or possible intent
O discussion of the intended audience 0
III. Style Information
1 specific description of style
2
,- approval or disapproval of style
T
1 Judgement of style as appropriate
T
to purpose of the work
-------------TOTALS----------------

8

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

12

56
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Elizabeth Hardw 1ck:
Title:
Seduction and Bet ray al
NYTBR review: May 5, 1974, p 4
NYR review: June 27, 1974, p 21

reviewed by: Barbara Probst Solomon
reviewed by: Stuart Hampshire

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

4

2

2

author

author
professor

professor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
1 information concerning author~ life o
~ information concerning author~ oual-o
ifications in relation to this work 1 information on author~ other works _Q_
~ comparison of work to author§ other o
- works
2 comparison of author~ work to works 0
of other authors
2

2
1
O

1

1

u
15

II. Content Information
specific description of content
..2.
judgement of quality of content
-2.
(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of author's probable and/ _o_
or possible intent
discussion of the intended audience ....o..
III. Style Information
specific description of style
-2..
approval or disapproval of style
-2...
Judgement of style as appropriate
_Q_
to purpose of the work
- - - - - - - - - - - - -TOTALS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

8
-----

57
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Joseph Heller
Title: Something Happened
NYTBR review: Oct. 6, 1974, p 1
NYR review:Oct. 17, 1974, p 24

reviewed by: Kurt Vonnegut,. j r.
reviewed by: John Thompson

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

4

4

1

2

author

author
professor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information

o information concerning authors life _Q_
O information concerning author~ oual- o
ifications in relation to this work 1 information on author~ other works _l_
2 comparison of work to author§ other _g_
- works
1 comparison of author~ work to works _Q_
of other authors
II. Content Information
2 specific description of content

2

-r

judgement of quality of content
(selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of author's probable and/
- or possible intent
0 discussion of the intended audience

2

1

0
11

2

1

O

III. Style Information
specific description of style
.2..
approval or disapproval of style
_L
Judgement of style as appropriate
_Q_
to purpose of the work
-------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

J2

58
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Gertrude H1mmelf9 rb
Title:
On Liberty and Liberalism
NYTBR review: Jul~ 28 1074, p 15 reviewed by: David Spitz
NYR review: Oct. ~1, i974, p 21
reviewed by: Ronald Dworkin

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

3

4

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

1

1

professor

professor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
information concerning author~ life o
u information concerning author~ aual-o
ifications in relation to this work 1 information on author~ other works _l
u comparison of work to author§ other ..1..
- works
1 comparison of author~ work to works O
of other authors
0

2
~

G
0

II. Content Information
specific description of content
-2..
judgement of quality of content
.2..
(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of author's probable and/ ....1..
or possible intent
discussion of the intended audience _o_

III. Style Information
specific description of style
_a._
0- approval or disapproval of style
_a_
u Judgement of style as appropriate _Q_
to purpose of the work
O

-------------TOTALS---------------- _7_

6

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue
no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
(1:)

no

59

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Townsend Hoopes
Title: The Devil and John ?aster Dulles
NYTBR review: Dec. 9, 1973', p 7
reviewed by: Alfred Eazin
NYR review: Feb. 7, 1974, p 7
reviewed by: J:ary ·wills
NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

NYR
4

4

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

author

1

9uthor

critic

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
O information concerning author~ life C
--r information concerning author~ oual-1
ifications in relation to this work
C information on author~ other works
C
---U comparison of work to author~ other C
- works
1 comparison of author~ work to works 0
of other authors
II. Content Information
2 specific description of content

2
judgement of quality of content
"T
(selectivity, accuracy)
0 discussion of author's probable and/ 1
- or possible intent
1 discussion of the intended audience 0

L

III. Style Information
specific description of style
approval or disapproval of style
Judgement of style as appropriate
to purpose of the work

6 -------------TOTALS---------------2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

5

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

60
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author:Brian Inglis
Title: Roger Casement
NYTBR review: Jan. 27, 1974, p 5
NYR review: r,,:srch 21, 1974, p 23

reviewed by: F9ul Johnson
reviewed by: Xoel Annan

NYR

NYTBR

1. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

3

4

2

2

author
professor

author
editor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
0

O

C

C)

O

I. Author Information
information concerning author~ life o
information concerning author~ aual-1
ifications in relation to this work information on author~ other works o
comparison of work to author§ other
works
comparison of author~ work to works O
of other authors

c

II. Content Information
specific description of content
..2..
c judgement of quality of content
_Q_
(selectivity, accuracy)
o discussion of author's probable and/ L
- or possible intent
_Q_ discussion of the intended audience a_
2

0
0

c

III. Style Information
specific description of style
_Q_
approval or disapproval of style
_Q_
Judgement of style as appropriate
...1..
to purpose of the work
-------------TOTALS----------------

2

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

r::;

yss

(Irish politics)

no

61
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: '.Hll1am Irvine
Title:
The Book, the Ring and the Poet
NYTBR review: Feb.24, 1974, p 1
reviewed by: Anthony Burgess
NYR review:May 2, 1974, p 20
reviewed by: V. 3. Pritchett

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

4

3

1

author

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Infonnation

o

0 information concerning author~ life

1 information concerning author~ oual-o
ifications in relation to this work -

0 information on author~ other works

_Q

O comparison of work to author§ other _1
- works
0 comparison of author~ work to works 1
of other authors
-

)

2

u
-

0

O

II. Content Information
specific description of content
2
judgement of quality of content
0
(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of authors probable and/ _Q_
or possible intent
discussion of the intended audience __Q_

III. Style Information
specific description of style
_i_
O approval or disapproval of style
_Q
O Judgement of style as appropriate
_Q_
to purpose of the work
O

3
--2.

-------------TOTALS----------------

(b) Focus on an

Issue

(yes or no)
no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

5

62
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: 1i\i1nthrop D. Jordan
Title: The White Man's Burden
NYTBR r 7view:May 19, 1974, p 16
NYR rev1.ew:Feb. 7, 1974, p 23

reviewed by: Martin Kilson
reviewed by:George M•. Frederickson

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

2

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

4

2

2

author

author
professor

professor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

o

o
1

1
)

0

I. Author Information
information concerning authors life o
information concerning author~ oual-o
ifications in relation to this work information on author~ other works
2
comparison of work to author§ other 2
works
comparison of author~ work to works O
of other authors

II. Content Information
specific description of content
2
r judgement of quality of content
2
(selectivity, accuracy)
O discussion of authors probable and/ o
- or possible intent
1 discussion of the intended audience 1
2

III. Style Information
specific description of style
Q_
approval or disapproval of style
CL.
Q_ Judgement of style as appropriate
CL
to purpose of the work

Q_
Q_

-------------TOTALS----------------

6

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no
)

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

63

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Alison Lurie
Title:
The War Between the Tates
NYTBR review: July 28, 1974, P 1 reviewed by: Sara Sandborn
NYR review: August 8, 1974, p 32 reviewed by: Roger Sale

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

NYR
4

(score 1-4)
1.

(b) Qualifications

of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

4

1

2

critic

author
professor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
0

r

2
T

)

0

I. Author Information
information concerning author~ life O
information concerning author~ aual-o
ifications in relation to this work
information on author~ other works
2
comparison of work to author§ other 2
works
comparison of author~ work to works 0
of other authors

II, Content Information
specific description of content
.....2
1 judgement of quality of content
--2.
(selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of author's probable and/ __i
- or possible intent
O discussion of the intended audience ...Q.
~

1
O
0

III. Style Information
specific description of style
-2..
approval or disapproval of style
-2..
Judgement of style as appropriate
_2_
to purpose of the work

-------------TOTALS----------------

10

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

15

64

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Jan Morris
Title:
Conundrum
NYTBR review: .:'ipri 1 14, 1974, p 7
NYR review: Iv:ay 2, 1974, p 7

reviewed by: Rebecca West
reviewed by: John Richardson

NYTBR

NYR

l. (a) Length of Review:

3

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

author

(score 1-4)

4

1

1

author

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
2 information concerning author~ life

2

7I information concerning author~ aual-2
ifications in relation to this work 0 information on author~ other works __i_
u comparison of work to author§ other _Q
-- works
0 comparison of author~ work to works O
of other authors

)

II. Content Infonnation
specific description of content
.-2..
judgement of quality of content
-2..
(selectivity, accuracy)
2
discussion of authors probable and/ _i_
- or possible intent
Q_ discussion of the intended audience ...o_

L
o

III. Style Information
Q__ specific description of style

o

o
-

..2..

approval or disapproval of style
Judgement of style as appropriate
to purpose of the work

_2_

...2..

_...._7_ -------------TOTALS---------------- .....,1._.5_
2.

(b) Focus on an

Issue

(yes or no)
yes

yes

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
yes

yes
ISSUE:disapproval of transsexuality

65
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Jean o-i:~1eux
Title:
Talleyrand
NYTBR review:April 28, 1974, p 18 reviewed by: Theodore Zeldin
NYR review: June 13, 1974, p 15
reviewed by: "'L J. P. Taylor

NYTBR

NYR

l. (a) Length of Review:

2

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

2

2

author
professor

author
professor

(score 1-4)

4

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
information concerning authors life o
7 information concerning author~ aual-75
ifications in relation to this work 0 information on author~ other works
_Q
O comparison of work to author§ other _Q
- works
0 comparison of author~ work to works
O
of other authors
0

II. Content Information
specific description of content
2
judgement of quality of content
1
(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of author's probable and/ 0
or possible intent
discussion of the intended audience 1

2

r

1
2

1

u
0-

III. Style Information
specific description of style
approval or disapproval of style
Judgement of style as appropriate
to purpose of the work

7 -------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue
no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

10

66
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Jeorge flimpton
Title:
Mad Ducks and Bears
NYTBR review:Jan. 6, 1974, p 25
NYR review: Feb. 7, 1974, p 17

reviewed by: Barbara Harrison
reviewed by: William Phillips

NYR

NYTBR
l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

3

(b) Qualifications

2

1.

of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

author
editor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

4

3

author
professor
editor

I. Author Information
information concerning author~ life 2
T information concerning author~ oual-2
ifications in relation to this work
1 information on author~ other works
O
O comparison of work to author~ other ...J..
- works
O comparison of author~ work to works _Q_
of other authors
2

II. Content Information
specific description of content
-2..
judgement of quality of content
2
(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of author's probable and/ -1..
or possible intent
discussion of the intended audience _Q_

2

T
1
O

III. Style Information
specific description of style
_Q_
approval or disapproval of style
_Q_
Judgement of style as appropriate
_Q_
to purpose of the work

0

O

u

10 -------------TOTALS---------------2.

(b) Focus on an

Issue

(yes or no)
no

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

10

67
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Philip Rosenberg
Title:
Thomas Carlyle: The Seventh Hero
NYTBR review: July 21, 1974, p 1
reviewed by: George Levine
NYR review: June 27, 1974, p 6
reviewed by: Noel Annan

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

4

4

(score 1-4)
1.

(b) Qualifications

of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

1

2

professor

author
professor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
O information concerning author~ life

0

u

information concerning author~ oual-7
ifications in relation to this work
0 information on author~ other works
0
u comparison of work to author~ other u
- works
1 comparison of author~ work to works
2
of other authors
2
7

2

1

II. Content Information
specific description of content
2
judgement of quality of content
~
(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of authors probable and/ 2
or possible intent
discussion of the intended audience O

III. Style Information
Q_ specific description of style

2
2

o approval or disapproval of style

O

O

Judgement of style as appropriate
to purpose of the work
-------------TOTALS----------------

8

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

13

no

no

68
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Phillip Roth
Title: My Life as a Man
NYTBR review: June 2, 1974, p 1
NYR review: June 13, 1974, p 8

reviewed by:
reviewed by: Michael Wood

NYTBR
l. (a) Length of Review:

NYR
4

(score 1-4)

1

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

professor

4
2

author
professor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

I. Author Information
information concerning author~ life Jl.
u information concerning author~ oual-o
ifications in relation to this work 2 information on author~ other works
2
7 comparison of work to author§ other 2
- works
1 comparison of author~ work to works o
of other authors
2

II. Content Information
specific description of content
2
~ judgement of quality of content
2
(selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of author's probable and/ O
- or possible intent
O discussion of the intended audience ..o._
2

2

2
0

III. Style Information
specific description of style
2-.
approval or disapproval of style
.o._
Judgement of style as appropriate
.Q_
to purpose of the work

17 -------------TOTALS---------------- -.JO...___
2.

(b) Focus on an

Issue

(yes or no)
no

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

69
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Stephen Spender
Title: Love-Hate Relations
NYTBR review: June 23, 1974, p 1
NYR review: Nov. 14, 1974, p 32

reviewed by: Joseph Epstein
reviewed by: Irvin Ehrenpreis

NYR

NYTBR

1. (a) Length of Review:

4

4

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

2

2

author
professor

author
professor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
2

r

0

u

-

0

I. Author Information
information concerning author~ life 1
information concerning author~ qual-2
ifications in relation to this work
information on author~ other works L
comparison of work to author§ other 1
works
comparison of author/s work to works 0
of other authors

II. Content Information
specific description of content
2
Z- judgement of quality of content
2
(selectivity, accuracy)
2 discussion of authors probable and/ 2
or possible intent
0 discussion of the intended audience 0
2

III. Style Information
specific description of style
u approval or disapproval of style
er Judgement of style as appropriate
to purpose of the work
0

9

-------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no
)

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

15

70
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Ross Terrell
Title: R•. H. Tawney and His Times: Socialism as Fellowship
NYTBR review: Dec. 30, 1973, p 4 reviewed by: Faul Johns on
NYR review: iv:;.arch 21, 1974, p 17 reviewed by: J. M. Cameron

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

3

4

2

2

author

author
professor

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

editor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
information concerning author~ life 0
T information concerning author~ aual-O
ifications in relation to this work
1 information on author's other works
0
-U- comparison of work to author§ other O
- works
0 comparison of author'S work to works C
of other authors
1

)

II. Content Information
specific description of content
0- judgement of quality of content
(selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of author's probable and/
- or possible intent
0 discussion of the intended audience
2

III. Style Information
1 specific description of style
2
T approval or disapproval of style
2
u Judgement of style as appropriate O
to purpose of the work
8

-------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
na

no

no

8

71
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Henri Troy2t
Title: Divided 3oul: The Life of Gogol
NYTBR review: Dec. 23, 1973, p 7 reviewed by: Helen Muchnic
NYR review: .-1pril 18, 1974, p 30 reviewed by: Alex De Jonge

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

4

4

3

2

(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

author
author
professor
professor
expert (~ussian history)

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:

)

I. Author Information
C information concerning author~ life C
T information concerning author~ oual-O
ifications in relation to this work
1 information on author's other works _Q_
C comparison of work to author§ other _Q_
- works
C comparison of author'S work to works .1_
of other authors
II. Content Information
specific description of content
2
,-,
7 judgement of quality of content
c:.
(selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of author's probable and/ 0
- or possible intent
1 discussion of the intended audience Q_
2

0

c
C

8

III. Style Information
specific description of style
2
approval or disapproval of style
.2.....
Judgement of style as appropriate
L
to purpose of the work
-------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

na

no

,a

72
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: }ore Vidal
Title: Myron
NYTBR review:Nov. 3, 1974, p 6
NYR review: :sJov. 14, 1974, p 13

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)
1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

reviewed by: Charles Simmons
reviewed by: Robert Mazzocco

2

4

2

0

author
editor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
information concerning authors life o
information concerning author~ oual-c
ifications in relation to this work C information on author's other works
2
O comparison of work to author§ other 2
works
0 comparison of author~ work to works O
of other authors
0

o

II. Content Information
specific description of content
-2...
O judgement of quality of content
_Q_
(selectivity, accuracy)
C discussion of author's probable and/ _i_
- or possible intent
O discussion of the intended audience _Q_
2

0

O
O

- -2-

III. Style Information
specific description of style
_g_
approval or disapproval of style
_g_
Judgement of style as appropriate
_Q_
to purpose of the work
-------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
no

no

no

11
----=--

73
DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: f'a trick ~_,ihi te
Title:
~ye of the 3t crm
NYTBR review: Jan. 6, 1974,
NYR review: .,;~~ril 4, 197l.,

p 1

19

reviewed by:
reviewed by:

-=~hi rle y H9. ze. rd
Christoph,~r .:Zic~-::s

NYR

NYTBR

l. (a) Length of Review:

4

(score 1-4)

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

1
s1.11thor

7

-

euthor
p--:)f88.:-1:)r'

editor

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
information concerning authors life O
C information concerning author~ aual-c
ifications in relation to this work l
information on author~ other works
2
r comparison of work to author§ other 2
- works
C comparison of author~ work to works 1
of other authors
2

2
2

1
C

II. Content Information
specific description of content
judgement of quality of content
(selectivity, accuracy)
discussion of author's probable and/ _Q_
or possible intent
discussion of the intended audience

III. Style Information
specific description of style
:Z- approval or disapproval of style
2
r Judgement of style as appropriate _Q_
to purpose of the work
c

12 -------------TOTALS----------------

2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)

Issue

no

)

no

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
t10

no

1"3

74

DATA SHEET FOR A PAIR OF REVIEWS
Author: Anthony Bur~ess
Title: 1\apoleon Symphony: A Novel in Four M'Jvements
NYTBR review: June 9, 1974, p 5
reviewed by: Sara .Sandborn
NYR review: 5ept. 19, 1974
reviewed by: John Bdyley

NYR

NYTBR
l. (a) Length of Review:
(score 1-4)

3

1. (b) Qualifications
of Reviewers:
(score 0-4)

1

2

author

author
professor

4

2. (a) Depth of Analysis:
I. Author Information
O information concerning author~ life

u

1

information concerning author~ aual-T
ifications in relation to this work
2 information on author's other works
1
7
comparison of work to author§ other C
- works
C comparison of author~ work to works 0
of other authors
II. Content Information
specific description of content
O judgement of quality of content
- (selectivity, accuracy)
1 discussion of authon probable and/ 2
- or possible intent
C discussion of the intended audience ..L
2

2
C

0

III. Style Information
specific description of style
2
approval or disapproval of style
2
Judgement of style as appropriate
c
to purpose of the work

9 - - - - - - - - - - - - -TOTALS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. (b) Focus on an
(yes or no)
no

Issue

2. (c) Advocacy of a
Position on an Issue
(yes or no)
(10

no

no

14

APPENDIX D

•
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76

Table 1 ·
Leng th of Review by Category_

)

Book Review Pair Number

NYTBR Score

1

3

4

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

4

4

6

4

4

7

4

4

8

3

4

g_

3

4

10

4

4

11

3

4

12

3

4

13

3

4

14

2

4

15

4

4

16

4

4

17

3

4

18

4

4

19-

3

4

20

3

4

21

2

4

22

4

4

23

3

4

24

2

4

25

3

4

26

4

4

27

4

·4

NYR Score

77

'fable

1, cont.

Book Review Pair Number

NYTBR Score

28

4

4

29

3

4

30

4

4

31

2

4

32

4

4

33

3

4

NYR Score

Table 2
Qualifications of Reviewers by Number of Categories

)

)

Book Review Pair Number

NYTBR Score

1

1

1

2

1

2

3

1

,.,r---

4

2

2

5

2

2

6

1

2

7

2

1

8

2

2

9

-3

10

1

2

11

3

3

12

1

1

13

1

1

14

1

2

15

2

2

16

1

2

17

1

1

18

2

1

19

2

2

20

1

1

21

2

2

22

1

2

23

1

1

24

2

2

25

2

3

26

1

2

27

1

2

,.

NYR Score

3

79

Table 2, cont.

Book Review Pair Number

'

)

NYTBR Score

NYR Score

28

2

2

29

2

2

30

3

2

31

2

0

32

1

3

33

1

2

80

Table 3
Qualifications of Reviewers by Categories

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS
a - author
ed - editor
ex - expert
c - critic
p - professor

)

Book Review Pair number

NYTBR

NYR

1

a

ed

2

a

a,p

3

a

. a,c

4

a,c

a,c

5

a,c

a,ex

6

ed

a,p

7

a,p

a

8

a,ed

a,p

9

a,ex

a,p,ex

10

ex

a,c

11

a,p,ex

a,p,ex

12

a

a

J.3

ed

a

14

a

a,p

15

a,p

a,p

16

a

a,p

17

p

p

18

a,c

a

19

a,ed

a,p

20

a

a

21

a,p

a,p

22

C

a,p

23

a

a

81

Table 3, cont.

Book Review Pair Number

I

NYTBR

NYR

24

a,p

a,p

25

a,ed

a,p,ed

26

p

a,p

27

p

a,p

28

a,p

a,p

29

a,ed

a,p

30

a,p,ex

a,p

31

a,ed

32

a

a,p,ed

33

a

a,p

82 ·
Table 4
Depth of Analysis

)

I

-

Total Scores

Book Review Pair Number

NYTBR

NYR

1

7

7

2

6

8

3

7

8

4

7

7

5

6

12

6

3

6

7

12

4

8

2

6

9

3

8

10

9

5

11

8

13

12

7

7

13

4

5

14

15

8

15

8

12

16

11

12

17

6

7

18

6

5

19.

2

5

20

3

5

21

6

9

22

10

15

23

7

15

24

7

10

25

10

10

26

8

13

27

17

10

83

Table 4, cont.

Book Review Pair Number

NYTBR

NYR

28

9

15

29

8

8

30

8

10

31

2

11

32

12

13

33

14

9

84

Table S
Depth of Analysis - Equal and Unequal Scores

Equal Scores

Book Review Pair Number

NYTBR Scores

NYR Scores

1

7

7

4

7

7

12

7

7

25

10

10

29

8

8

Unequal Scores - NYTBR Scores Greater Than NYR Scores

Book Review Pair Ntnnber

)

NYTBR Scores

NYR Scores

7

12

4

10

9

s

14

15

8

18

6

5

27

17

10

Unequal Scores - NYR Scores Greater than NYTBR Scores

Book Review Pair Number

I

NYTBR Scores

NYR Scores

2

6

8

3

7

8

5

6

12

6

3

6

8

2

6

9

3

8

11

8

13

85

Table 5, cont.

Book Review Pair Number

/

NYTBR Scores

NYR Scores

13

4

5

15

8

12

16

11

12

17

6

7

19

2

5

20

3

5

21

6

9

22

10

15

23

7

15

24

7

10

26

8

13

28

9

15

30

8

10

31

2

11

32

12

13

33

9

14

